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By happy coincidence, this is not only
the 50th issue of Triple News, but the
21st anniversary of the formation of
the Kempton Great Engines Society. 
It’s hard to believe that so many years have

passed since the formation of the KGES in
1996. And what a lot has happened since.
The original 99-year lease was signed with

Thames in 1997, the same year the Mercury
Arc Rectifiers were rescued from the Royal
Opera House, Covent Garden. But that was
just the beginning and it would require five
more years of hard work before Triple No.6
was first turned over using compressed air,
before being tested using steam. The headline
on the 20th edition of Triple News in 2002
read: Back in steam after 21 years
‘As George Eadon released more steam, the

little barring engine disengaged and the
vacuum began to build in the condenser. For
a short time, we watched in awe as the three
rams resumed their pumping duties and the
engine briefly settled down, before George
decided that the surprise test run had proved
successful and shut the engine down.’
Perhaps the date had something to do with

it because it was Friday 15 March – The Ides
of March. Not particularly good news for

One of our visitors, known to us only as ‘Huw’, took this stunning thermal image of the Triple
in steam. In the top right-hand corner, you can just see the temperature reading at 59°
Centigrade – an indication of how hot the high-pressure cylinder gets when steaming! 
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Thermal image shows Triple hotspots

Kempton comes of age at 21

Julius Caesar, but certainly a great day for
Kempton. Further test runs proved successful
and chancing their luck with dates once more,
they invited HRH The Prince of Wales to
restart the Triple officially… on Friday 13th!

Friday the 13th proved to be a lucky day for volunteers George Eadon (left) and John Barnes
(centre) when Prince Charles successfully started Triple No.6 after years of restoration work

continued on page 2

Thanks to Castrol Marine’s generosity, the
working Triple has been treated to a much-
needed oil change. The oil was getting on for
six years old and a recent analysis by Castrol
confirmed that it was nearing the end of its
useful life. The tests also highlighted areas
where the oil draindown and filtration regime
could be improved after steaming weekends.
Our thanks go to Castrol Marine for their

continued support… much appreciated!

Castrol gift keeps
Triple well oiled

The first drum of Castrol is craned into the basement
in readiness for a complete oil change on Triple No.6
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Former WS man
drops by for a
spot of nostalgia

Fifty years after starting with Worthington Simpson, Tony Stafford finally gets to
man the controls of the Nottinghamshire company’s biggest working survivor

Retired engineer and motorbike enthusiast Tony Stafford
paid a surprise visit to Kempton just five years after he
retired from Flowserve in Newark, the company formerly

known as Worthington Simpson, builders of Kempton’s Triples.
Tony joined WS as an apprentice in 1967 and during his 45 years with the

company, he worked his way through every shop in the factory – from the
foundry and machine shop to the drawing office, before joining the finance
department. During this time, he met and married his wife Shirley, before
finally ending up back in the drawing office, where he remained as a design
engineer until he retired in 2012.
When Tony first joined Worthington Simpson in the 1960s, the firm made

air compressors and steam condensing equipment for power stations and water
pumps. Over the years, he saw the company change hands a number of times

through takeovers. “Although it’s now called Flowserve, it’s still family
owned… just,” Tony says. Some years ago, the site was refurbished and the
buildings brought up to date. Things looked hopeful for the company until 18
months ago, when the management decided that the firm had too many factories
across Europe. “At the last minute, they decided to close the manufacturing side
down,” Tony tells us. “All that’s left there now is the test house for repair, sales
and maintenance. And before you ask,” Tony adds with a grin, “I’m afraid there
are no spare parts for the Triples!”

Kempton volunteer John Barnes (far left) on a visit to Flowserve in 2011, seen
here with Tony Stafford (centre) and company publicity manager Peter White

Railway team lands top Royal award

Congratulations to members of the MWBRS,
who are to receive the UK’s highest honour
for local volunteer groups. 
The Queen’s Award for Voluntary Service

is the equivalent of a group MBE, only 20 of
which have been awarded in the London
area this year. Kempton’s waterworks railway
is one of four heritage lines to receive the
award in 2017.
The Voluntary Service Award recognises

outstanding work done by volunteers in their
own community. It was created in 2002 to
celebrate the anniversary of the coronation
of HM The Queen and the decision to confer
it goes all the way to the Cabinet Office.
A small group of the team will be invited to
receive the award and attend a Royal
Garden Party at Buckingham Palace.

Bunny Lane here we come!
Thanks to a generous grant of £43,000 from
the Kempton Great Engines Trust, the
railway now has the funds to buy enough

track to go as far as Bunny Lane – that’s
halfway to Hampton on the proposed
reinstatement of the line that originally
brought coal up from the Thames to feed the
boilers. Money is still needed for ballast,
drains and other items but at least the first 50
yards of trackbed have been prepared and
two panels of track (24 yards) are down. 

Passenger takeup steady
So far this year, passenger numbers have
been holding up in spite of the uncertainties
caused by recent events. 

The ‘breakout’ to Bunny Lane begins to take shape

…cont from page 1 Before Prince Charles
arrived, one last task remained and that called
for the RSPCA. Over the years, the basement
had flooded, but how an eel got in there is a
mystery. At first, they thought ‘Eric’, as he
became known, was a length of cable… until
he moved! Volunteers assumed he had
escaped from a tank of 50 eels brought in by a
film company as part of some bizarre prop.
Eric had set up home in the main sump and

who knows what he had been living on for the
past two years. But his life of luxury was
under threat because once the water heated up,
things would get a bit steamy for Eric.
A call to the BBC’s Animal Rescue show

had a camera crew on site within 24 hours,
with the RSPCA hot on their heels… or
should that be ’eels? Armed with fishing nets,
they waited to nab Eric as the tank was
drained, but he slithered back whence he
came. So with net poised to block his escape,
the sumps were refilled with fresh water and
before he knew it, Eric was caught.
He was released into the Thames while his

friends looked on, sad to see him go but happy
that he was finally free. Eric’s ordeal was
screened on BBC1 on 6 November 2001.

…Kempton comes of age
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Just a few short months after mourning the
loss of Maureen Oliver, Kempton has been
plunged into mourning yet again – this time
for no fewer than three key volunteers. 
Shortly after the last issue of Triple News

went to press, we were shocked to hear that
Rick Scholefield had died suddenly after a
very short illness. With her trademark lock of
pink hair, Rick was one of Kempton’s most
familiar faces, juggling her time between the
museum and the railway, managing the
refreshments for both and sitting as
Chairman of the MWBRS. It was also she
who bought Darent, the steam locomotive
used by the railway for passenger rides. 

Triple blow as museum and railway lose key players

Kempton volunteers may have had their
doubts about turning the engine house into
Calder’s biscuit factory for an episode of
Midsomer Murders, let alone the set for the
Red Dwarf revival, but Titanic’s engine
room makes more sense.

The film, entitled Holmes and Watson, is
a  spoof about the famous sleuth and his
trusty sidekick, scheduled for release next
year. Directed by Etan Cohen, it features a

The volunteers had not had long to digest the
shock of losing Rick when there was more bad
news, this time regarding Eric Voles, who had
been a Tuesday volunteer since 2010.
Eric’s skill and expertise were a gift to the

museum. He had run his own electrical firm in
Chiswick, first started by his grandfather and
now in the hands of his son Martin. The photo
above sums up Eric as we will all remember
him – a perfect gentleman with a ready smile
and a real flair for getting things working.
Alongside his love of Kempton, Eric also had

a passion for historic military vehicles and he
divided his time between Kempton and the
Royal Logistic Corps Museum at Deepcut in
Surrey. He was a regular at Army shows and
his old vehicles were a popular attraction, not
least with his grandchildren.

Adam Ridley was involved with Kempton
from the very beginning and, for the past 20
years, he served as a Trustee. His role as a
legal advisor to the Trust was huge and his
advice was invaluable when it came to
establishing the Trust’s and the MWBRS’s
respective constitutions. His contribution
was also key to the drawing up of the museum
lease with Thames and, in the words of
fellow Trustee Nick Reynolds: “His was a
powerful voice, powerfully expressed. We
were very lucky and the Trust will miss him.”
Away from Trust meetings, always wearing

his trademark blue cap, Adam brought wit
and good humour with him at all times.

Film crew transforms Triple
House into Titanic lookalike

star cast of well-known faces, including
Will Ferrell as Holmes and Ralph Fiennes
as the arch villain, Moriarty. Hugh Laurie,
Pam Ferris and Rob Brydon also appear.

The crew artfully transformed the door to
the office into one for the ship’s engine
room and as for the huge cogs mounted
between No.6’s barring engines… one can
only speculate. I suppose we’ll have to go
and see the movie to find out! 
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Kempton has been using the same PA
system for years and although the
amplifier was good, it was let down by

the domestic-quality speakers, which made
announcements in some areas difficult to hear.
After the sad death of Ron Early, his wife

Sue agreed that, because the original PA setup
had been his responsibility, donations made
by the volunteers in Ron’s memory should be
used to upgrade the system. 
With the help of David Walker’s specialist

knowledge, new high-quality speakers were
evaluated and found to perform well. Nine
were purchased and installed using much of
the existing wiring, with additional speakers
in the entrance lobby and refreshments area.
The old speakers were removed and radio

microphones introduced in the reception area
and near the instrument panel in the museum.
This solved the problem of children playing
with the mic and allows for announcements to
be made from the reception area. The wiring
has also been tidied up and the redundant
equipment discarded.
Thanks to a PA amplifier donated by Ray

Brown, we also now have a portable system to
use at events like the car show and the AGM. 

Jerry Scholefield tries out the new radio microphone in the engine house High-quality speakers make announcements easier to hear
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1. To restore to steam one of the two historical
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2. To operate the restored engine for public viewing
on selected weekends every year.
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Upgraded PA proves sound investment 

Rings artfully displayed!

Volunteer Rod Ambler made a fine display of
the Triple’s three massive spare piston rings

Period lamps brighten forecourt
John Burd has refurbished a trio of period
lamp standards to replace the rather
innappropriate modern ones previously
occupying the museum forecourt.
He had the decorative ironwork sand-

blasted before repainting it in a perfect
shade of Kempton green. Getting the new
lamps to light up proved a bit trickier and
it took Thames Water a lot of digging
before the wiring finally worked! 

John, new lamp and grandson Owain
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